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ABSTRACT

Multi-state mark-recovery models are used to estimate movement and mortality rates of terrestrial and aquatic animals. These models have become especially popular in the last 20 years since technology and statistical techniques have improved to accommodate the extensive data requirements. However, the ability of multi-state mark-recovery models to estimate movement rates has received little evaluation, with few studies exploring the effects of alternative release and recovery designs on the bias and precision of estimates. Our objectives were to evaluate the effects of the spatio-temporal pattern of releases, pattern of recovery efforts, and number of releases on the performance of a multi-state mark-recovery model. We generated mark-recovery data from a spatial model and fitted them using a multi-state dead recovery model that included prior distributions on movement rates, natural mortality, and catchability. We generated data using a spatially variable schedule of releases and effort, and a release size of about 1 million individuals to mimic a mark-recovery study conducted for Atlantic Menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus in the late 1960s. We also ran alternative scenarios of sample size and spatial uniform releases and effort, either by themselves or in combination to determine their effects on the accuracy of the estimates. The model generally produced unbiased estimates of mortality rates with median error < 0.02 yr⁻¹ for all scenarios, but some biases were present for the movement rates. Movement rates and catchability were more accurately and precisely estimated in scenarios that included spatially uniform releases and effort, while spatially uniform releases had little to no effect on bias or precision of estimated movement rates. Increased sample size improved accuracy of all parameter estimates except for the lowest movement rates. Future mark-recovery experiments that use a multi-state dead recovery model may benefit from distributing recovery effort uniformly over time and space.

1. Introduction

Multi-state mark-recovery models explicitly account for marking and recovering across multiple sites, i.e., states, which allows estimation of movement and mortality rates (Arnason, 1973; Schwarz et al., 1993). In addition to movement and mortality, multi-state mark-recovery models can estimate reproductive state, or age- and weight-specific parameters (Nichols et al., 1994; Nichols and Kendall, 1995; Sippel et al., 2015). Multi-state mark-recovery models have become more popular with the development of software such as program MARK and increased computational power (Lebreton and Cefe, 2002). Multi-state dead recovery models, which have only one tagging and one possible recovery event for each individual, are one type of mark-recovery model still in popular use (Hestbeck et al., 1991; Brownie et al., 1993; Schwarz et al., 1993). Unlike multiple resighting models, which use detection as a proxy for survival, dead recovery models use detection to directly estimate mortality (Lindberg, 2012). Because dead recovery studies have at most two records of an individual’s location (i.e. release and recovery), these models require large sample sizes to be able to detect low frequency movement events (Lindberg and Rexstad, 2002).

Identifiability among mortality, movement, and detection probability is particularly difficult in multi-state models when movement and mortality are time dependent (Kendall and Nichols, 2002; Schaub et al., 2004). Increasingly, this shortcoming has been addressed by incorporating prior probability distributions on parameters (Newman, 2000; Gimenez et al., 2007; Calvert et al., 2009). Including prior distributions has been useful when the data are limited or of poor quality, which is frequently the case when recoveries are often obtained opportunistically (Martell and Walters, 2002; Michielsens et al., 2011).
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Simulation studies have been used to evaluate the accuracy and performance of multi-state models (Faubet et al., 2007; Vermard et al., 2010). Data are generated using known values (e.g., mortality, catchability, and biomass), which are used to fit models that estimate these same values. The estimates are compared against the known values to determine model accuracy (e.g., Chao, 1987; Lee et al., 2011; Wetzel and Punt, 2011). For multi-state mark-recovery models, simulation studies have helped determine the optimal schedule of releases and recovery effort that reduces bias of movement rate parameter estimates (Ovaskainen et al., 2008). Spreading fishing effort across a broader spatial range can lead to more accurately estimated movement rates (Albanese et al., 2003; Yamamura et al., 2003). However, it is not yet understood how the combination of distribution of releases, recovery effort, and sample size affect the performance of a mark-recovery model that simultaneously estimates mortality and movement. Our goal was to evaluate the accuracy and precision of a multi-state dead recovery mark-recovery model that simultaneously estimates mortality and movement. Our specific objectives were to determine whether model performance improved with 1) increased sample size, 2) spatiotemporally homogenous sampling effort, and 3) spatiotemporally homogenous releases. The mark-recovery model also used supplementary data on tag shedding/tagging mortality, detection efficiency, and fishing effort to estimate monthly movement rates among four regions, month- and region-specific catchability, and monthly natural mortality. We generated data under similar conditions as the 1966–1969 Atlantic Menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus mark recovery study and several alternative release and recovery scenarios (Liljestrand et al., 2018).

2. Methods

Mark-recovery data were generated with known values of movement, natural mortality, and catchability and under different scenarios of release size, spatio-temporal patterns of fishing effort, and spatio-temporal patterns of releases. The mark-recovery model was then fitted to the data to estimate movement, natural mortality, and catchability. Accuracy was assessed by comparing the estimated values to those used to generate the data. The process was repeated 500 times for each scenario. The data-generating and mark-recovery models were run in AD Model Builder (Fournier et al., 2012), and analysis of the results were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2015).

2.1. Data generating model

The data generating model generated mark-recovery data over a 42-month period and across four regions to replicate the structure of the July 1966-December 1969 data from Liljestrand et al. (2018). The initial size of the cohort upon release time, \( t = T \), and region, \( r = R \), was calculated as the product of the number released, \( I_{R,r} \), which varied among scenarios, the region-specific tagging mortality rate, \( G_{K} \), 0.1 in region 1, 0.2 in region 2, 0.25 in region 3, and 0.4 in region 4, from (Dryloos et al., 1973),

\[
N_{T,R,r} = I_{R,r}(1 - G_{K})
\]  

(1)

We calculated the size of a tagged cohort, \( N_{T,R,r} \), present at time, \( t \), and region, \( r \), that were released at time, \( T \), in region, \( R \), by sequentially applying mortality and movement rates to the number of individuals that survived until that time. The number of individuals before applying movement, \( N^{*}_{T,R,r} \), was calculated as the product of abundance and survival from monthly fishing and natural mortality,

\[
N^{*}_{T,R,r} = N_{T,R,r}e^{-M_{t} + q_{r,s}E_{t,r}}
\]  

(2)

Natural mortality, \( M_{t} \) was calculated as the product of a median value of 0.10 mo \(^{-1} \), approximately the value estimated in Liljestrand et al. (2018), and a lognormal process error, \( \delta \), with a log-scale mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.2,

\[
M_{t} = 0.10e^{\delta}
\]  

(3)

Fishing mortality was the product of month- and region-specific catchability, \( q_{r,s} \), and effort, \( E_{t,r} \), which depended on the scenario. Catchability included a multiplicative process error, \( \gamma \) (same process error across regions), applied to the on the month- and region-specific catchability values, \( q_{r,s} \), that was lognormally distributed with a log-scale mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.2,

\[
q_{r,s} = q_{r,s}^{*}e^{\delta}
\]  

(4)

The process errors in natural mortality and catchability were included so that the estimation model was different from the simulation model that generated the data sets. The number of individuals after movement occurred, \( N_{T,R+1,r} \), was calculated as the product of the monthly movement rate matrix, \( P_{r,s} \), (Table A.1), and the vector of individuals in each region, \( N^{*}_{T,R,r} \).

\[
N_{T,R+1,r} = \Phi N^{*}_{T,R,r}
\]  

(5)

No movement occurred between November to May, i.e., \( \Phi \) was an identity matrix.

The number of observed recoveries from each release event was generated using a binomial distribution with the number of individuals caught in a region, \( A_{T,R,r} \), and the time- and region-specific detection efficiency, \( \xi_{r,s} \).

\[
C_{T,R,r} \sim \text{Binom}(A_{T,R,r}, \xi_{r,s})
\]  

(6)

The expected number of individuals caught in a region was calculated as the product of the probability of being captured (based on the Baranov catch equation) and the number of individuals in that region,

\[
A_{T,R,r} = q_{r,s}E_{t,r} M_{t} + q_{r,s}E_{t,r} (1 - e^{-M_{t} - q_{r,s}E_{t,r}})N_{T,R,r}
\]  

(7)

The model lacked age- or size- structure and, therefore, assumed catchability, natural mortality, and movement probability was the same for all individuals in a given month and region.

2.2. Estimation model

Parameters were estimated by fitting a mark-recovery model to the generated data sets. The mark-recovery estimation model was a multi-state version of the Brownie dead recovery model that included prior probabilities on movement rates, instantaneous natural mortality, and catchability parameters (Hoening et al., 1998; Liljestrand et al., 2018). The estimation model had 42 monthly time steps and tracked the abundance over time and across four regions based on the movement rate and natural and fishing mortality using the same equations as the data generating model. The likelihood for the observed data was the negative binomial distribution. A weakly informative Dirichlet distribution was used as a prior on the movement rates, and the values of the prior were calculated using a one-dimensional diffusion model that assumed individuals traveled randomly in a north-south direction over the course of a month. The proportion of individuals that moved to an adjacent region in one month after being released from the center of a region was modeled as a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation, \( \sigma_{r,s} \). The standard deviation was calculated from an average swimming speed, 2.09 km/hr, and number of days in a month (i.e., the distance traveled under directed swimming). The mean prior probability of moving between regions was calculated by integrating the probability density over the distance between the center of starting region and the ending region’s northern and southern boundaries. An uninformative uniform distribution was placed on the log-scale natural mortality rate and catchability was conditioned such that deviations from the mean on the log scale were normally distributed. Tag shedding and mortality, detection efficiency, and the overdispersion value of the negative binomial distribution were assumed to be known without error. For the simulation study, we did not use Markov Chain Monte
Carlo to estimate the parameters because of time constraints. Rather, we approximated the full Bayesian model by estimating the highest posterior density estimates. Results from data sets with failed model convergence were removed from the analysis. Models failed to converge if the maximum gradient component was \(> 0.0001\) and the Hessian did not invert.

2.3. Model performance

Error was calculated as the difference between the estimated parameter value and the true value, and relative error was calculated as the error divided by the true value,

\[
\text{relative} = \frac{\text{estimate} - \text{true}}{\text{true}}
\]

We characterized bias as the median difference between the estimated and true value and precision as the standard deviation of the estimates.

The root mean squared error, \(\text{RMSE}\), was calculated as a measure of accuracy for each estimate,

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} (\text{estimate}_i - \text{true})^2}{500}}
\]

The \(\text{RMSE}\) was also calculated over all movement estimates (each model estimated 96 movement rates),

\[
\text{RMSE}_e = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} \sum_{p=1}^{96} (\text{estimate}_{i,p} - \text{true}_{i,p})^2}{500*96}}
\]

The \(\text{RMSE}\) was calculated for all catchability estimates, where \(P\) indicated the total number of catchability parameters: \(P = 48\) for uniform effort scenarios and \(P = 33\) for variable effort scenarios,

\[
\text{RMSE}_q = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} \sum_{p=1}^{96} (\text{estimate}_{i,p} - \text{true}_{i,p})^2}{500*P}}
\]

2.4. Data generating scenarios

We generated 500 mark-recovery data sets for each of the 12 scenarios. The scenarios differed in their release size, spatial and temporal distribution of effort, or the spatial and temporal distribution of releases (Table 1). In the base model (Base), the release size, effort structure, and release structure were set to the same conditions as in the Atlantic Menhaden mark-recovery model (Table 1; Table A.2-Table A.5). A total of 1,066,357 individuals were released across 42 months, to match the Atlantic Menhaden mark-recovery study (Liljestrand et al., 2018). The base fishing effort matched the values of Atlantic Menhaden reduction fishery during July 1966-December 1969, and, for confidentiality reasons, cannot be reproduced in its entirety. A summary by year is available in Table A.6. Effort was greatest in region 2, about half as much as region 2 in regions 1 and 3, and about 10% as much as region 2 in region 4. Effort was low or zero for all regions between November-April. Median catchability, \(q_{i,r}\), was set to the values estimated in Liljestrand et al., 2018, ranging from 1.47 \(\times 10^{-4}\) to 0.013 and averaging 0.0025 vessel\(^{-1}\) week\(^{-1}\). The average catchability in region 2 was about 10% of the other three regions. Catchability was highest between July-September. Time- and region-specific detection efficiency, \(e_{i,r}\), was set to the values estimated in Liljestrand et al., 2018. The detection efficiency ranged from 0.65-0.78 in region 1, from 0.34-0.57 in region 2, from 0.68-0.85 in region 3, and 0.62-0.67 in region 4.

The effect of release size was evaluated by scaling the number of releases by 0.5 (500 K) or 2.0 (2mml), relative to the base scenario to 533,179 or 2,132,714 individuals, respectively. The effect of spatio-temporally uniform fishing effort (Effort) was tested by setting the effort, \(E_{i,r}\), to 28 vessel weeks for every time step and region. Two additional changes were made to the (Effort) models to reflect fishing effort occurring during all months and regions. The median catchability, \(q_{i,r}\), was set to 0.0025 for every month and region. Detection efficiency, \(e_{i,r}\), was set to 0.67 in region 1, 0.47 in region 2, 0.82 in region 3, and 0.61 in region 4 for every time step. The effect of spatio-temporally uniform releases (Releases) was tested by setting the number of releases, \(R_{i,r}\), to 6347 individuals in every time step and region to match the overall number of releases in the base scenario.

To assess the ability to accurately estimate natural mortality during the 1966–1969 Atlantic Menhaden tagging study, additional data-generation scenarios were also conducted by setting the monthly natural mortality to 0.15 mo\(^{-1}\) or 0.05 mo\(^{-1}\) under the base release size, effort structure, and release structure. To assess the appropriateness of approximating the full Bayesian model with highest posterior density estimates, the first 25 mark-recovery data sets generated under the base scenario were analyzed using full Bayesian integration with Markov Chain Monte Carlo using Metropolis- Hastings algorithm (Fournier et al., 2012). The medians of the posterior distributions were compared to the highest posterior density estimates.

3. Results

The estimation models failed to converge (maximum gradient component \(> 0.0001\)) for some data sets, and the parameter estimates from these models were removed from subsequent analyses. In all scenarios, the model failed to converge for fewer than 2% of the data sets. The parameter estimates from the full Bayesian estimation were very similar to the highest posterior density estimates. The difference between the median of the posterior distribution and the highest posterior density estimate did not exceed \(\pm 0.02\) (14%) for monthly natural mortality, \(\pm 0.0002\) (7%) for catchability, and \(\pm 0.006\) for movement rate.

Performance of the mark-recovery model differed under alternative data generating scenarios (Fig. 1). It produced accurate estimates of most of the parameters, although some parameters had consistent bias. Scenarios that had uniformly distributed effort performed best compared to the base scenario. Increasing the release size led to improvements in accuracy, decreasing bias and improving precision, but spatio-temporally uniform releases had little to no effect on performance.

Scenarios with uniform effort had lower RMSEs for movement and catchability parameters than scenarios with a uniform distribution of releases or the base scenario (Fig. 1). Adding uniform effort to a scenario decreased RMSE of movement parameters by 9–33%. For all scenarios, adding uniform effort decreased RMSE of catchability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Release Size</th>
<th>Effort Structure</th>
<th>Release Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>533,179</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 + Effort</td>
<td>533,179</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 + Release</td>
<td>533,148</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 + Effort + Release</td>
<td>533,148</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>1,066,357</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>1,066,357</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td>1,066,296</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort + Release</td>
<td>1,066,296</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>2,132,714</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000 + Effort</td>
<td>2,132,714</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000 + Release</td>
<td>2,132,592</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000 + Effort + Release</td>
<td>2,132,592</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Release size increased the median relative error of estimated movement (Figs. A.7-A.11); the estimated movement rates between regions 1 and 4 increased bias of monthly movement rate estimates with one exception when movement rates relative to the base scenario (average of 0.001). The scenario with uniform effort alone reduced the bias of the movement rate estimates. The scenarios with uniform releases did not notably improve the accuracy of movement rates compared to the base scenario. Estimated movement rates under scenarios with uniform releases were less precise than under scenarios with variable releases.

In the base scenario, the half-year movement rates had a 16% greater average median relative error compared to the monthly movement rates. Estimated movement to region 1 was positively biased, and movement to region 3 was negatively biased (Figs. 4 and 5). Scenarios that included uniform effort and releases and scenarios with increased release size increased the accuracy of most half-year movement rates relative to the base (Figs. 4 and 5). The average median relative error for half-year movement rates in the base scenario was 6%, in the uniform effort scenario was -20%, in the uniform release scenario was -6%, in the uniform effort and release scenario was -25%, and in the 2Mil scenario was -0.5%. The larger half-year movement rates (> 0.01) had higher error, but lower relative error compared to the smaller (< 0.01) half-year movement rates (Figs. 4 and 5). The half-year movement rates were less precise and more biased compared to monthly movement rates.

Natural mortality was estimated accurately and precisely with little bias in all scenarios (Fig. 6). The median relative error of the estimated natural mortality rate across all scenarios was approximately 7–19%, indicating that the model was positively biased for this parameter. The estimates of natural mortality became less biased with increased sample size. Scenarios that included uniform effort and releases, by themselves or in combination, did not reduce bias in estimates of natural mortality.

The patterns of error in the estimated fishing mortality rate were similar across scenarios (Fig. 7). Estimates were slightly positively biased in regions 1, 2, and 3. The smallest median error was in region 4 for the base and uniform release scenario. The smallest median error was in region 3 for the uniform effort scenario, and in region 1 for the uniform release and effort scenario. Fishing mortality rates (per year) were estimated to within 0.70 yr⁻¹ of the true value in variable effort scenarios and 0.40 yr⁻¹ in uniform effort scenarios. The true value of fishing mortality varied from 0.09 yr⁻¹ to 2.16 yr⁻¹ across regions under variable effort scenarios and varied from 0.68 yr⁻¹ to 1.05 yr⁻¹ in scenarios with uniform effort, depending on the process error. In no scenario or region did the median error of the average annual fishing mortality exceed 0.25 yr⁻¹. The scenario with uniform effort most strongly changed the error relative to the base scenario in region 3 where the median error decreased by 0.01–0.14 yr⁻¹. Adding uniform effort to the base scenario increased the median error in regions 1, 2, and 4, up to 0.18 yr⁻¹. Adding uniform effort to the base scenario decreased the precision in regions 1, 2, and 4 while increasing the precision in region 3. Doubling the release size marginally decreased the median bias and improved precision of yearly fishing mortality in all regions and years (Fig. A.21).

4. Discussion

Our multi-state mark-recovery model estimated movement and mortality rates precisely and accurately. As expected, accuracy increased when fishing effort was uniformly distributed over space and time (Ovaskainen et al., 2008). Additionally, a larger number of releases generally resulted in more accurate estimates. For the monthly movement rates, the largest values, > 0.1, had the largest range of error values, though the median relative error was less than 100%, despite the small values of these movement rates (10⁻⁷ - 10⁻⁶) (Figs. A.7-A.11). The median error was within ±0.08 for all monthly movement rates between May and October for all variable effort and release scenarios (Figs. 2 and 3; Figs. A.13-A.20). The scenario that included both uniform effort and releases decreased the median error of estimated movement rates by a small amount relative to the base scenario (average of 0.001). The scenario with uniform effort alone reduced the bias of the movement rate estimates. The scenarios with uniform releases did not notably improve the accuracy of movement rates compared to the base scenario. Estimated movement rates under scenarios with uniform releases were less precise than under scenarios with variable releases.
fi
shing mortality rates, likely because sufficient sampling is required in all regions and times to detect movements. Additionally, spatially- and temporally-uniform releases decreased the number of releases in most months from region 3, which was an area of high sampling under the base scenario. The estimated natural mortality rate was nearly unbiased in all scenarios, and the bias and RMSE decreased by 20–24% when the release size was doubled. The model estimated natural mortality well regardless of the true value. In simulated stock assessment models, natural mortality estimates were slightly positively biased for the majority of species studied (Lee et al., 2011). Mortality rates can also become positively biased if there is emigration out of the system (Pine et al., 2011). Some positive bias might also be expected because the uniform prior placed on the log scale natural mortality, U(-5,5) was larger than the true log scale value, -1. Additionally, the priors on the other parameters may have contributed to the bias in the estimated natural mortality.

Movement rates were most accurately estimated when uniform releases were combined with uniform recovery effort, although the release structure had less of an effect than effort. A previous study also found that making recovery effort more spatially- and temporally-uniform can improve the accuracy of movement estimates (Ovaskainen et al., 2008). Conventional tags can underestimate movement distances when effort is not well distributed spatially, compared to electronic tags, likely because conventional tags rely directly on the fishery, rather than electronic monitors for detections (Bolle et al., 2005). Similarly, the lower movement rates (i.e., the farther distances) may also be poorly estimated if there is insufficient effort on the extremes of a stock’s range. High intensity trapping in close proximity to the release area can negatively bias movement rate estimates by removing those individuals who might otherwise have undergone movement, essentially decreasing the sample size (Yamamura et al., 2003).

The model was unable to accurately estimate very low movement probabilities. When the true movement probability was < 0.001, median relative errors often exceeded 300% (Figs. A.1-A.6). A much larger number of releases than used in our study is likely necessary to accurately estimate these low movement probabilities. For example, the true movement rate between regions 1 and 4 did not exceed $10^{-5}$, which would require at least 100,000 marked individuals in each region to expect at least one to move to the other region. Furthermore, low fishing effort in these regions would exacerbate the problem because
individuals that did move would be unlikely to be captured. Making the effort more uniform increased effort in under-fished regions, and consequently, increased the accuracy of estimates of low movement rates in the range of $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-3}$ (such as movement from region 3 to 1 or region 4 to 2). Movement in the opposite direction, from region 1 to 3 or region 2 to 4, respectively, did not see quite the same improvement with uniform effort, likely because regions 3 and 4 already had high fishing effort.

Very low movement rates among subpopulations, which are critical for understanding speciation, biodiversity, and conservation, are often detected using genetic data rather than mark-recovery information (Hey and Nielsen, 2004). One of the original objectives of the 1966–1969 Atlantic Menhaden mark-recovery study was to determine if there were two populations separated by Cape Hatteras, a series of islands in the center of North Carolina’s coast (Dryfoos et al., 1973). Fish tagged north of Cape Hatteras were recovered with high frequency in the south and vice versa, which confirmed that a single coast-wide population does exist, a finding that has since been supported by genetic studies (Anderson, 2007; Lynch et al., 2010). However, under the base release size of about 1 million individuals, movement rates $< 0.001$ were estimated with more than 125% median relative error, which increased to more than 175% in the uniform effort scenario. Therefore, models similar to the one we tested are incapable of reliably detecting “one individual every other generation” that keeps relatively isolated populations genetically coherent (Wright, 1931). However, the median absolute error did not exceed 0.04 yr$^{-1}$ in the base model, which for many applications of the mark-recovery model would be acceptable accuracy.

The spatial scale for the simulating and estimating models mimicked the four regions designated in the 1966–1969 Atlantic Menhaden _Brevoortia tyrannus_ mark recovery study. We assumed that all released individuals within a month and region had the same probabilities of movement and mortality within their first month. Realistically, releases were in multiple locations with some closer to regional boundaries, which may have increased the movement rate into adjacent regions. Additional studies could explore these dynamics by using a simulation model with a finer spatial and temporal scale than the estimation model.

Although making the releases and fishing effort more spatially and temporally uniform increased the accuracy and precision of the movement rate estimates in our study, it is often impractical to implement such a schedule in a real study. The Atlantic Menhaden fishery did not continue after October in the New England, New York, or New Jersey regions because the conditions became unfavorable for fishing.

---

**Fig. 3.** Box plots of errors (estimate-true value) of monthly movement parameters from June to July for three scenarios of release size. See Table 1 for scenario definitions. Box plot definitions are the same as Fig. 2.
and the fish more difficult to locate (Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953; June, 1961). Although increasing effort to 50 vessel weeks during the winter in the northernmost regions would help to accurately estimate Atlantic Menhaden movement and natural mortality, the recoveries are dependent on the reduction fishery and therefore constrained by their patterns of operation. Getting the broad spatial range of recoveries necessary to improve the movements of this mark-recovery model would likely necessitate strong participation from the fishery including fishing at times when they otherwise would not.

The number of tagged individuals should be scaled according to the goals of the study, the fishing mortality rates, and the detection probabilities. We simulated a very large number of releases to replicate the Atlantic Menhaden mark-recovery study from the 1960s. Accuracy generally increased with increased number of releases, and the scenarios with 2 million released individuals produced the most accurate and precise estimates of movement, natural mortality, and fishing mortality rates. The accuracy was still reasonably high when 1 million individuals were released, but decreased substantially for some movement rates when the releases were decreased to 500,000. Large-scale studies are possible, but require substantial planning and working with partners to implement. For example, from 1979 to 2009 over 300,000 Alaskan sablefish Anoplopoma fimbria were tagged by NMFS and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in cooperation with the Japanese government (Hanselman et al., 2015). The U.S. Geological Survey has an ongoing bird banding study that has tagged nearly 40 million individuals across half a century, but most short-term mark-recovery studies do not come close to a sample size of 530,000, the lowest release size across all our scenarios. Thus, studies that rely on dead recovery approaches to estimate movement appear to require large sample sizes. Dead recovery studies with sample sizes smaller than we simulated will likely not be able to estimate movement rates accurately, unless the geographic regions are defined such that there is a substantial (> 0.1) probability of moving between those regions for each time step. Movement rates > 0.1 were accurately estimated and largely unaffected by reductions in release size.

Dead recovery models can be used to accurately estimate movement and mortality if there is sufficient sampling and supplementary information on tag shedding and tag reporting or detection, which is frequently confounded with natural mortality (Hilborn, 1990). Additionally, an effective mark-recovery study that estimates movement rates should have releases, recoveries, and quantitative fishing effort data in all regions and times and for the full range of the species or else...

Fig. 4. Box plots of errors (estimate-true value) of half year movement parameters from October to May for four scenarios of effort and release structure. See Table 1 for scenario definitions. Box plot definitions are the same as Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. Box plots of errors (estimate-true value) of half year movement parameters from October to May for three scenarios of release size. See Table 1 for scenario definitions. Box plot definitions are the same as Fig. 2.

Fig. 6. Box plots of errors (estimate-true value) of monthly natural mortality parameters for six scenarios of release size, and effort and release structure. See Table 1 for scenario definitions. Box plot definitions are the same as Fig. 2.
movement to regions of low sampling may be misestimated (Hilborn, 1990; Schwarz et al., 1993). Bias caused by low sampling may be present in our movement and mortality estimates from Liljestrand et al. (2018), although we accounted for the lack of fishing in all regions during the late fall and winter by estimating all movement between October and May as a single event. Multi-state dead recovery models similar to the one we tested in this study have the ability to reliably estimate mortality and movement rates if sample sizes are large enough and releases and recoveries are conducted in a well-designed manner.

**Fig. 7.** Box plots of errors (estimate-true value) of yearly fishing mortality by region and year for four scenarios of effort and release structure. See Table 1 for scenario definitions. Box plot definitions are the same as Fig. 2.
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